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2004 KOSC.... continued from page 3
crescendo over several seconds, finally tapering off. As
we would find out soon, my rock had knocked loose a
bunch of loose sediment poised on a steep slope above
a 45m pit, letting off a sound which reminded me of the
payout on a slot machine, so the cave was named, as
was Pay Out Pit. We placed some bolts and descended
down the pit. At the bottom, the cave netted at least
100m of horizontal passage, much of it with a distinctive
keyhole profile. Several small side leads brought in
other trickles of water before the cave ended in a large
muddy hall and a sump at 88.5m of depth.
The two other caves explored on Kosciusko
were up on the subalpine ridge on the flanks of Mt.
Francis and were discovered by Steve and Jason on a

Kevin Casey at the top of Pay Out Pit, in Slot Machine
Cave. Photo by Tyson Lee.

south. I squeezed down in and around a corner and the
passage continued down. Like a good caver, I found a
nearby rock and threw it in. Tink … ta dink … dink ….
as it dropped out of sight. Then the whole cave began
to reverberate with a dull roar which rose to a

Camp in a truck, with Mt Frances in the background. This is from
the Trout Creek side of the mountain. We had most of this gear
choppered over to camp, but we walked from the missing bridge
at Trout Creek. Photo by Steve Lewis.
.
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One of the peaks of Mt. Frances, taken during the blistering hot
day that Jason Lachniet and Steve Lewis climbed up high and
discovered Thunder Pit. Photo by Steve Lewis.

Ridgewalk. Jason returned with Ryan and Tyson and
descended to the bottom of Short Rope Pit. As the
name implies, their 11mm didn't make it to bottom.
Jason had a piece of 9mm which he attached, which
brought then closer. If I remember correctly, a piece of
webbing completed the rig and allowed them to reach
the bottom at 61m. Unfortunately time was short and
they had time only to note going passage and survey
their way out for the day. Steve and Bjarne descended
into Thunder Pit and found a snow and ice cone at the
bottom which was at least 7m deep. The ice appears to
have blocked off any passage in the bottom, though one
tight lead beckons between the ice and limestone walls.
After Kosciusko, we moved camp to the basin
below Bald Mountain on Heceta Island. We had a few
goals on Heceta. The first was to begin collecting GPS
data on the previously surveyed caves of Heceta.
Second, due to the low water conditions, we wanted to
push Icy Fate. Third, spend some time walking the
ground and looking for new caves. The new caves that
(continues on page12)
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2004 KOSC.... continued from page 10
were found were all small and no promising leads remain.
Working with Steve to refind many of the caves from
previous expeditions was a challenging job. First finding
the cave, then consulting old maps and reports, then the
head scratching begins. Is this Texas Pit? Or Mangen
Roomen? On the larger caves of course the task was
simple, but locating and distinguishing the smaller (on
Heceta scale) features proved to be challenging.
.
The greatest accomplishment on Heceta was the
extensions and explorations made in Icy Fate. Two leads
were pushed and around 300 m were added to the
survey. Those who know the state of the Icy Fate Survey
and the location of the going leads knows that just getting
to them can be a challenge. The long passage leading
from the bottom of the entrance pit is easy enough going
in, as it gently dips down into the cave. Coming out at the
end of a twelve hour survey trip, this passage magically
transforms itself into a torturous series of exhausting
crawls and awkward up-climbs that taxes the most
resilient cavers. Then sitting in the icebox waiting for the
two other tired cavers of your survey party to top the 50 m
pit only adds insult to the injury. So, past this passage the
cave Y’s into the two going arms of the cave. Dropping
off to the right from the junction is the N Survey, which
descends a few drops, passes some large unmapped
leads, then through large dimension and very muddy
passages to Miami Beach. The beach is a clean gravel
deposit adjacent a large pool. I think it's the only clean
place in the bottom section of the cave and a convenient
.
spot to sit and snack, rest, etc.
The cave continues down after that and, if this is
possible, becomes more muddy, eventually bottoming
out in a large pool/small lake which at higher levels is a
sump. Steve, Ryan and I pushed past this pool which
involved a bit of cold swimming. After the sump, passage

RABID BAT DISCOVERED
ON POW ISLAND
According to a Juneau Empire article by
Korry Keeker, dated September 22, 2006, a bat
with rabies was collected near El Capitan Cave in
July of this year. A team of bat researchers were
catching bats using mist nets, and tagging them
with transmitters. One bat was acting erratically
and was tested for rabies, with positive results.
According to the article the sick bat was identified
as Keen's myotis, a species of long eared bat
found in the Pacific Northwest. The only other
reported incidence of bat rabies in Alaska was in
1993 when a little brown bat from near Ketchikan
was found with the disease.
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went up and began branching out. Only one survey day
past the sump was accomplished. Who knows when next
cavers will coincide with such low waters and be able to
?
pu sh pa st th is ?
Several large leads beckon. Jason, Bjarne and
Sarah devoted themselves to the K survey. The previous
surveys we had from this section of the cave were very

This is our Heceta Island Camp. We hung the tarp in back for
cooking and gear storage. Most of us camped out on the road.
The tent with the stove was for drying gear. Photo by Steve Lewis.

confusing. It seems a general trend that survey quality
declines proportionally with depth in Icy Fate. There are
several large and inviting leads in the section, most
promising being the B and K surveys. Jason and his team
pushed the K survey down 45m from the last survey. The
passage is muddy and hard going with many promising
.
leads going off in all directions.
A word on Icy Fate: This is a huge system and
there are tons of promising leads, even in the upper
sections, which were passed up by previous expeditions.
This cave needs and deserves to be pushed.
Unfortunately the cave is a pain the butt, and it will take a
large group of very determined people to continue
pushing it. The easy work there is over and the hard stuff
has just begun.
.

INTERNET PODCAST TOUCHES
ON TONGASS KARST
To access this site look for an audio dated
26-07-2006, at http://www.nature.org/podcasts/.
Select Tongass National Forest, which is the 9th
from the top. You will hear various interesting
tidbits of knowledge about the Tongass, and one
of these talks about the role karst plays in the
rainforest. Pete Smith speaks while inside El
Capitan Cave.

